's study of slavery in Mauritius focuses on the dynamic interaction between humanitarian concern and economic exploitation in the aftermath of the British conquest. During this period, Mauritian society was grappling with the prospects of the transition to British rule, economic stagnation, and the spectre of amelioration and the proposed emancipation of slaves. Those familiar with these aspects of Mauritian history will be seeking answers in this book to a number of questions that have thus far not been adequately researched, such as the internal nature of Mauritian slavery, the demographics of the slave population, and the transition from a household-type slave economy to plantation slavery.
these studies been taken into account. The distinction between personal and plantation slavery was already becoming blurred by , as Ly Tio Fane has noted, and the value of maintaining this distinction in an analysis of the  census is questionable.
In chapter , ' Upheaval and the Failure of Protection ', Barker argues that intrusive humanitarianism increased tensions between colonial officials and Franco-Mauritians. I would contend that it achieved far worse. Rather than ameliorating slavery, humanitarianism had an inverse effect : slaves were more harshly treated because owners who adamantly opposed change and British rule vented much of their frustration and anger on the slaves. In chapter , ' The Trauma of Slavery ', the author attempts to illustrate how the lives of slaves changed as a result of sugar expansion. Here too, it must be regretted that Barker did not consult recent work on this topic, with the result that this is one of the weakest chapters in the book. A more structured and thematically arranged chapter on the lives of slaves might have been more appropriate, since the aim of the book is to explore the internal nature of slavery. Barker seems to have used the summarized versions of the Protectors Reports rather than the unpublished versions, which are infinitely more detailed and more representative of the slaves' versions of events.
Despite its shortcomings, this book does provide a useful analysis of the effects of the English anti-slavery movement on Mauritius and of the British defenders of slavery there. Barker is also the first historian to attempt a substantial analysis of demographic and spatial changes in the slave population, and the results are to be commended as a laudable effort. This edited volume is part of a series, ' Cities, History, Culture, Society ', devoted mainly to the history and architecture of European cities ; it is published under the auspices of the Universite! des Sciences Humaines de Strasbourg. This particular volume resulted from an international conference on urban history held in , which focused upon the issue of European-style cities established outside of Europe, in the New World, the Middle East, Asia or Africa. Ten of the sixteen chapters, written by specialists from various disciplines, are devoted either exclusively or partially to African cities or related questions of urban development. (The remaining articles range in subject from Portuguese colonial cities in Brazil to Washington, DC to Beirut and New Delhi.) Most of the contributions are written in French, the sole exceptions being Fassil Zewdou's comparative study of Italian colonial architecture in Libya and East Africa and Manuel Teixeira's investigation of fifteenth-to eighteenth-century Brazil, which are in English. The volume's organizing principle is a tripartite division between cities that served as ' foundational models', (Part I), those that were the product of successive ' transplants and grafts' (Part II), and those that form ' composites ' (Part III) pieced or stitched together of diverse elements over time. Part III (modeZ les composeT s) is made up entirely of studies on African cities south of the Sahara. A concise introductory chapter sketches out the theoretical issues raised by the conference and addressed in one way or another by the contributors ; Catherine Coquery-Vidrovitch, a well-known scholar of African urban history, concludes with some general remarks and observations on the grand outlines and conclusions the volume as a whole suggests.
Centre for Mauritian Studies   Mahatma Gandhi Institute

EXPORTING URBAN MODELS
The fundamental unifying problematic is that of the transfer or transplanting of urban models, rooted in local and quite specific cultural milieux and historical bases, to other cultural matrices through the medium of political (and cultural) domination. Urban model here is understood in the widest sense ; thus the papers probe issues ranging from urban planning and administration to the formulation of colonial discourses and policies on African cities. The title is deliberately provocative since, as is rightfully pointed out in the introduction, models of cultural contact, conflict and displacement should not pretend to be hegemonic due to the inherent complexities and ambiguities of urban cross-cultural encounters, indeed of all such encounters. One of the merits of the papers is that most authors employ a comparative perspective or, in some cases, a sustained comparative methodology which greatly enriches not only each chapter but also confers upon the volume an organic unity often lacking in edited volumes, particularly those originating in conferences.
As stated above, Africa is well represented here. Coquery-Vidrovitch considers garden-cities as an idea and ideal of city planning and management originating in England and follows its trajectory in colonial Nairobi, in Lusaka, and finally in South Africa, where apartheid transformed the notion of a garden-city into ' its most perverse form '. Two chapters are devoted to the Maghrib -Andre! Nouschi's short study of the limitations to the implantation of the European urban model in colonial North Africa and Chantal Chanson-Jabeur's examination of urban models and modern modes of transportation. Madagascar in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries is the subject of Faranirina Rajaonah's chapter, which traces successive French colonial attempts to translate different philosophies of urban organization from the Metropole to Antananarivo. Zewdou situates his comparison of Tripoli and Addis Ababa at the intersection of Italian debates and political struggles over architecture's nature and roles within Italy itself, debates that often played out in strange ways in the context of colonial urban policies. The ambiguities of both the discourses and practices of urban policies in Francophone Africa from the beginning of the century until  is the focus of Sophie Dulucq's contribution. He! le ' ne d'Almeida-Topor focuses on French West African capitals at the end of the colonial period and investigates place names and place naming ; she attempts to ' read ' named urban spaces for evidence of either rejection by local Africans of their forced integration into France's empire or of maintenance of the status quo. A chapter by Ndiouga Adrien Benga studies the municipal evolution of Rufisque in Senegal between  and  ; and Odile Goerg investigates in comparative fashion colonial municipal legislation in Conakry and Freetown between roughly  and  to flush out the differences between French and British urban policy. Mention should be made of Pierre Pinon's fine comparative analysis of French colonial cities in the eighteenth century (found in Part I) which uses case studies from the French West Indies to Saint-Louis in Senegal to Pondicherry in India.
Finally, the volume contains fairly good reproductions of  maps and city plans grouped together in the middle and illustrating various chapters, although the absence of an index is to be regretted. What all the chapters suggest either explicitly or implicitly is the following : when considering African cities and indigenous urban cultural norms, forms of organization, and aesthetics during the colonial period, it is far from clear who conquered whom. This interesting and wide-ranging collection of papers stems from a SOAS\LSE conference held in London in . The idea of organizing a conference around the topic of pioneering efforts at cocoa production around the globe was undoubtedly a good one. As the introduction by William Clarence-Smith and François Ruf explains, the planting of cocoa on newly cleared primary forest has advantages over replanting new trees where old trees have grown, or using land that was previously in other crops. Two main reasons account for this : the initial fertility of virgin soils and the low level of weeds, pests, and plant diseases. A similarity thus characterizes much of world cocoa production during the last two centuries : ' pioneer cocoa fronts ' develop as old cocoa trees enter their senescence, with new land cleared, often by immigrant labour.
The two constraining factors governing where these pioneer fronts would develop were an adequate supply of labour and the ' social availability ' of forested land. Immigrant labor almost invariably was necessary, given the limited populations that typify forested areas. The argument is not just historical ; fronts have emerged quite recently in uncultivated parts of the Co# te d'Ivoire, Malaysia and Indonesia.
Africanists familiar only with the history of cocoa production in Ghana and Western Nigeria will find that this book extends their horizons considerably. South America is represented by several essays. Nikita Harwich Vallenilla considers the pioneer front in Eastern Venezuela (with special attention to the unusual role of Corsican merchants, traders and agents in this area) ; Kathleen Phillips Lewis looks at developments in nearby Trinidad ; Juan Maiguashca studies production and trade in Ecuador ; while Robert G. Greenhill surveys the pioneer front in Brazilian Bahia. African cocoa fronts are considered by Ibrahim Sundiata (Equatorial Guinea), Yvette D. Monga (German Duala), Andreas Eckert (Cameroon), Gareth Austin (Ghana, focusing on the failure of European planters successfully to compete with African farmers because they used inappropriate production methods), Jean-Pierre Chauveau and Eric Le! onard (Co# te d'Ivoire) and Gwyn R. Campbell (the offshore frontier on Madagascar, the Comoro Islands and Re! union). An especially interesting case, the Indonesian cocoa boom in Sulawesi (Celebes), is studied by François Ruf, Pierre Ehret and Yoddang.
The differences in these episodes are striking : some were aborted rather early on ; profits were more wisely invested in some cases than in others ; a plantation form of production predominated in some areas while smallholder production prevailed elsewhere. In general, however, it is the links that impress the reader. The wide availability of the necessary inputs and the substantial improvements in transportation made cocoa production and marketing much more a global effort in a world market than might appear from the earlier Afro-centric work on the subject. The study of the production of other commodities, such as sugar, cotton, peanuts and palm oil, could benefit from a similar broad approach.
A disturbing implication arises from the book's thesis that cocoa fronts hold production advantages over old cocoa areas or land transferred from other crops. There is a significant negative externality. The market economics leads to ' forest consumption ' in the words of Clarence-Smith and Ruf, with accompanying damage that ecologists and environmental economists have been emphasizing for years now. The conjunction of strong market forces with a significant negative externality calls for new approaches, according to Clarence-Smith and Ruf, who in their introductory essay conclude (p. ) : ' The nature of pioneer fronts indicates that '' forest consumption '' can only be halted by effectively protecting forests and developing new ways of growing cocoa '.
They argue that smallholder production of cocoa holds efficiency advantages over production on plantations, which can be inefficiently large in scale. Thus their recommended way to accomplish change is to ' level the playing field ' for plantations and smallholders. The inefficiency stems, they suggest, from the existence of subsidized inputs, discriminatory pricing policies and general political influence. They make the case that in a competitive market without special subsidies and price distortions, smallholder production would clearly demonstrate its superiority. Development economists would surely agree that the call for removal of subsidies and price distortions that contribute to negative externalities is appropriate. Indeed, such a prescription applies far more widely in agriculture than just to cocoa.
Colby College
  This is the definitive work on ' la politique cotonnie ' re ' -France's scheme to establish cotton exports from French West Africa. That effort was initiated in Senegal in the nineteenth century and subsequently focused on the French Soudan in the twentieth. Though the effort was ultimately a failure, it was the cornerstone of French colonial economic policy in the region for many decades on end.
COMPETING FOR COTTON
In this book, Richard Roberts has carefully and minutely detailed the connections between world cotton markets, French economic plans, the waylaying of these plans by local cotton farmers and textile producers, the move toward compulsion by the French authorities and the eventual end of the dream. There is a main message : as long as government is unwilling to establish a command economy and allows market forces to work, even if imperfectly, then the best-laid official plans may founder. In this case, a rather authoritarian colonial administration backed by powerful economic interests in the metropole found its schemes undermined by the atomistic decision-making (unintended in the official colonial view) of farmers and buyers of their output. Roberts points to the major role of high income elasticity of demand for textiles, so higher incomes stimulated local demand. The demand was met by domestic handicraft textile producers who bought their cotton from local farmers at more favourable prices than French textile interests would or could offer.
A useful point made by Roberts is that the French West African colonial apparatus was not monolithic on the topic. There was one school of thought that development policy should focus on peasant farmers and depend on market incentives. Another school that included many of the metropolitan producers favoured a statist approach with massive irrigation, plantation cultivation and labour force subject to a strict discipline. This dichotomy, derived from the nature of colonialism itself, was evident even in early schemes in Senegal, but it emerged as a central issue amid fierce debates in the s and s. Fe! lix Eboue! , who later as the black governor of Chad was the first high colonial official to take up De Gaulle's cause after the fall of France, was among those warning that cotton subsidies ' were artificial and surpass that normally offered by the commercial sector under conditions of free trade ' (p. ). Advocates of the statist approach emerged victorious where policy was concerned. The outcome for supporters of ' market incentives ' was mixed. They were quite right that farmers would react to market forces. They did not, however, anticipate that when they sold their cotton to the highest bidders, these high bidders would be indigenous textile producers rather than the buyers of cotton for export. Thus, cotton farming and local textile production flourished in the French Soudan without that area becoming a major player on world cotton markets.
The situation bears considerable resemblance to the cotton project in northern Nigeria at the turn of the twentieth century : an active lobbying group to promote metropolitan support and carry on propaganda and technical assistance in the field (the Association cotonnieT re coloniale, comparable to the British Cotton Growing Association), a railway line (to Bamako in the one case, to Kano in the other), distribution of improved seed, highly extravagant predictions based on inadequate research and a fixed price paid locally for exported cotton (very similar in French and British territory) that proved too low to secure adequate supplies.
But there was a major distinction as well. Whereas the British more or less gave up, the French pushed ahead with a ' big project ' model of cotton cultivation that involved large-scale irrigation and labour recruitment. Though the compulsion utilized in labour mobilization was relatively mild, not approaching Portuguese colonial practice, it was far more intrusive than that employed in British Nigerian cotton schemes. A good example of its intrusive nature is seen in the labour recruitment for the building of the dams and canals, which relied on the military conscription system.
The Office du Niger, constituted in  to manage the scheme, had unprecedented administrative autonomy. Its finances were poorly regulated and its corporatist traditions encompassed enhanced use of coerced labor. The effort continued unabated under the Vichy administration, even though it proved impossible to export cotton to France in this period.
As Roberts claims, ' [N]o part of France's economic agenda for the Soudan was more ambitious and less successful than her cotton development program ' (p. ). When compulsion ended in , the basic imbalance continued : exporters were still unwilling to pay enough to divert cotton from local users. Indeed, they could not, given prevailing world market prices for cotton. Had they done so, they would have substantially undercut their own profits.
Roberts' book is detailed and dense, as one would expect from its wide-ranging nature. For example, in addition to the standard history and economics, he treats the cultural and social forces involved in the handicraft textile industry and local cotton farming and includes in his coverage the important role of women. Of note are his attention to the economics of the labour requirements for cotton, which were high, and the necessary timing of this labour, which was irregular ; his analysis of the politics of the statist intervention ; and his account of the struggle between the conflicting interests involved. There are informative maps and graphs.
The appearance of this volume has been anticipated for some years, and readers will not be disappointed. 
Colby
£ ( ---).
This study is focused on the ' central question of the degree of political impact exerted on the state itself ' by black South African political organizations as the state ' successively implemented its programme of segregation ' (p. ). Existing studies of black politics have neglected ' the way [black political] struggles interacted with structures of state power ' (p. ).
The emergence of national black politics was, in Rich's view, prompted by the publication and passage of the restrictive land legislation in -. Rich follows recent scholarship in discerning the primacy of white agricultural interests in the shaping of the Land Act. His narrative traces in some detail SAANC efforts to oppose the Act, highlighting internal conflicts within black leadership and the manipulative role played by the Aborigines Protection Society. However, apart from its stress on African leadership's support for more generous versions of territorial segregation, the analysis of these events tells us little that has not been published already. It does not contribute substantially to Rich's main theme of the book : the impact of black politics on state policy. This is more evident in the examination of the state's response to the wave of urban social unrest that followed the First World War. Black protest is described quite sparingly, but the subsequent discussion of state response is much more interesting -charting in detail what earlier authors have only sketched in outline. There is an especially useful review of the  Native Administration Act, the culmination of a bid by the Native Affairs Department to become ' a major arm of the state's drive to reorganise South African society on segregated lines ' (p. ). Rich argues that the NAD's disregard of African criticisms of the legislation helped to radicalize the ANC in the late s. More tellingly for his principal hypothesis, he succeeds in demonstrating that a significant degree of interaction between state and black politics existed in the early s, an interaction that had a formative effect on both.
Whereas in its brief phase of post war radicalism, the Transvaal ANC may have helped to shape state policy, this was not the case with respect to three other radical groupings in inter-war black politics : the Garveyites, the Industrial and Commercial Workers Union, and the Communist Party. Rich argues quite persuasively that Garveyism's impact and influence has been overestimated. However, Rich identifies archival evidence to demonstrate that the ICU succeeded in triggering reformist impulses within the Native Affairs Department. In the end, though, the harsher counsels within the Department of Justice were to prevail in the government's response to the ICU. Material from police files describes the Communist Party's activities in the s. Rich concludes that radical African organization in the inter-war era ' failed to force the state to undertake any systematic re-evaluation of segregation policy ' (p. ).
Meanwhile in more sedate political circles, African efforts to preserve the Cape African franchise featured two competing e! lites that helped to structure political organisation during the interwar period, one landowning and rural based, the other an urban clerical intelligentsia. A system of clientelism that functioned between these enfranchised e! lites and liberal patrons delayed the emergence of mass-based African nationalism. This tendency was reinforced by Pixley Seme's leadership of the ANC between  and , when, Rich contends, the ANC was dominated by a conservative chiefly faction. Seme himself was an advocate of ethnic nationalism ' driven by an ideal of revived African chieftainship ' (p. ). Though Rich has interesting information about the ideas and careers of both Seme and his opponent, Selby Msimang, he concedes Seme's ' ideas were not taken up with any degree of urgency by the South African state ' during his ANC presidency (p. ). More substantial opportunities for influencing the state were afforded by the events preceding the  native representation legislation, which supply a vivid illustration of how interaction between African e! lites, white liberals and government policy makers did indeed help to shape policy.
During and immediately after the Second World War, the ANC's leadership and its liberal allies sought to secure a dialogue with the government, which undermined any efforts to mobilize a popular following. They also failed to influence government, not least because the state was under much more powerful pressures from dominant economic interests than any force black leadership could muster. One exception to this generalization is illustrated in Rich's perceptive treatment of how the Native Affairs Department sought to contest the influence of the Native Representative Council. In an illuminating section on agricultural ' betterment ', he shows how an ' emerging consensus ' between a minority of more sympathetic NAD officials, white liberal notables and native representatives succeeded in blocking NAD efforts to adopt a programme of radical rural reconstruction until the end of the Smuts administration. This subtly argued and deeply researched case study supplies substantial evidence to support the general hypothesis that black political e! lites sometimes had an impact on state policy.
In his conclusion, Rich argues that the South African state had a colonial institutional structure that was unusual in the extent to which it became modernized and rationalized. He suggests that the authoritarian character of this state may well continue to influence the political dynamics of post-apartheid South Africa. He also suggests that the pre-apartheid state had considerable ideological capacity to influence the course of black politics, a conclusion that is strongly supported by the material in the preceding chapters and that earlier histories have neglected. But while Rich can demonstrate that the state played a significant role in the shaping of black political strategies, he does not show that black politicians had anything more than an occasional and slight impact on the contours of state strategy.
University of the Witwatersrand
  Thirty years on from the publication of Balandier's classic reflections, ' ambiguous' remains the term most appropriate to describe French-speaking Central Africa's encounter with modernity. Florence Bernault has written a fine study examining a number of the ambiguities that arose within the cultures of colonial electoral politics in Congo-Brazzaville and Gabon following the reforms of the  Brazzaville Conference. The story is in one sense a familiar one, of African e! lites attempting to invent a new political culture within the boundaries of a structure imposed by colonialism while at the same time maintaining connections to pre-colonial political practice. What makes the experiences of Congo-Brazzaville and Gabon so worth telling is the short time span in which African e! lites were obliged to create the parameters of this new politics. Virtually non-existent at the outbreak of the war, African participation in politics was suddenly possible in  through elections. Elections would remain centre stage in the struggle for political power over the next two decades.
RE-INVENTING POLITICAL CULTURE
The book is divided into nine chapters with brief introductory and concluding remarks. Chapter  opens with accounts of the events that brought an end to these two ' ambiguous democracies ' : the popular revolt that swept Congolese President Fulbert Youlou from power in August , and the military coup of February  that briefly toppled Gabonese president Le! on Mba before French troops orchestrated his return. Bernault rightly argues that ' tribalism ' was not a pivotal factor in either of these revolts, nor was it central to the subtle political manoeuvring of the forties and fifties. ' Tribalism ' was, in this view, not a cause but a product of political conflict.
Chapter  provides background on the French colonial occupation of equatorial Africa. Chapter  outlines colonial economic structures and describes the political impotence of pre- Gabonese and Congolese social groupings. Chapter  focuses on the years  to  when the colonial administration placed considerable constraints on the functioning of the new electoral system and manipulated a number of results. During these early years, European interests dominated the political scene. For politicians like Gabon's Jean-Hilaire Aubaume and Congo's Jean-Fe! lix Tchicaya, elected to the French National Assembly prior to the development of effective African political parties, there remained the daunting task of organizing the electorate. Chapter  documents the first efforts to create African political parties and provides insight into the ' official memory ' invented by the French to cast colonial rule in a positive light. Chapter  provides the flip-side to this official memory by examining the attitudes of ordinary Gabonese and Congolese subjects toward the colonial state ; here contradictory sentiments existed as the authority of the state was accepted, though those who exercised its power in oppressive fashion were despised. Thus, beginning in , African politicians seeking support from an expanded electorate had to portray themselves as being sufficiently close to the colonial state to gain respect but then simultaneously strike an anti-colonial pose that stressed distance from the crueller practices of the French administration.
Between the years  and , Gabon's Mba and Congo's Youlou came to master these ambiguities. Chapter  provides an analysis of their careers and explains the role of ' sorcery ' in the cultivation of their political personae. Chapter  documents the divergent paths each took to become the leaders of their newly independent states, while Chapter  shows how the ambiguous democratic practices of the s ended in the early years of independence as each leader came to be associated with the tyrannical exercise of power despised by their subjects. Bernault interviewed key political figures from the Mba and Youlou years, but her analysis unfortunately draws little on this material, from which one might have derived some insiders' accounts, such as those found in the memoirs of the Gabonese politician Vincent de Paul Nyonda, published too late for inclusion in this study." Also the portrayals of Youlou and his political rival Jacques Opangault might have benefited from descriptions found in Andre! e Blouin's memoirs.# Quibbles aside, the strength of Bernault's study lies in its comparative structure. Congo and Gabon were colonial rivals, and Librevilles's sense of neglect vis-a Z -vis Brazzaville became an important element in establishing a Gabonese national identity. Bernault clearly shows that the varied compositions of the French expatriate communities were crucial to the kind of politics that Gabonese and Congolese were to practice. Ominous for the Congo was the turn to violence in the elections of , which ignited a pattern of political conflict that resulted in Youlou's  constitutional coup and the massacres of February . These events were central to the production of the ' Mbochi\North versus Bakongo\ South ' ethnic\regional divide that has had such devastating consequences. As I write these lines, the cynical fanning of these hostilities has led to a burst of violence that threatens to rend the Congo asunder. It is both ironic and appropriate that Gabon is attempting to mediate the dispute. DeT mocrates ambigueW s is essential reading for anyone seeking to understand these tragic developments.
Florida International University
  Several important studies have been published in recent years that have examined the development of the gold-mining industry in South Africa and the evolution of the labour recruitment and migrant labour system that served it. None of these, however, has seriously addressed the migrant experience on the mines. Going for Gold amply and authoritatively fills this gap. Its central findings, some of which have previously been rehearsed in important journal articles, fundamentally reconfigure our thinking about working life and work place culture on the mines and are likely to prompt a re-evaluation of the realm of work and migrant immigrant cultures outside of the mining sector as well.
LIFE ON THE MINES
Moodie portrays migrants as actively constructing a world of their own on the mines, whose overriding purpose was to retain links to the land so as to resist proletarianisation. This approach owes much to the pioneering work on migrant culture of Philip Mayer and subsequently that of William Beinart and others. Where Moodie makes his distinctive and critical contribution, however, is in analyzing the world of work and the world of the compound on the mines, which has been barely touched by these and other scholars.
Three related ideas run though much of Moodie's enquiry -migrant integrity, migrant culture and the moral economy fashioned by migrant labourers on the mines. Migrant integrity is defined by Moodie as taking responsibility for one's own life project by means of a set of practices informed and bounded by a migrant moral code. Integrity in this sense was largely constitutive of identity. Migrant culture operated within a set of spaces opened up by migrants within the constrictive conditions of the mines. Its common motif was a commitment to patriarchal proprietorship over the rural homestead ; it functioned through networks that reached back to the rural areas and integrated the home world and the world of work. Migrants were thus in no sense men of two worlds. The moral economy of the mines can be seen as a kind of distillate of migrant integrity and migrant culture, and like both was actively fashioned by migrants within the repressive conditions of the compound and the mine shaft. The moral economy of the mine required that management functionaries observe minimum obligations and conditions, notably the provision of food of a minimum quality, wages equal to other mines, equal treatment of ethnic groups, an acceptable level of physical assault by white and black supervisors, and space to practise elements of migrant culture such as beer brewing, homosexuality, visiting etc. Breaches of the moral economy were sanctioned by formulaic demonstrations of dissatisfaction generally led by the elected leaders of ethnically-based rooms in the compound, which more often than not induced management at least partly to remedy the grievance.
Moodie explores these ideas through a set of historical essays about different aspects of mine life -sexual relationships, both homosexual and heterosexual, convivialities (mainly the consumption of alcoholic beverages), faction fighting and solidarities (collective action against the mine re! gime). In each area he makes a massively original contribution. Moodie's discussions of homosexuality and faction fighting, for example, enormously amplify and transform conventional treatments of both subjects, while his account of the  black miners' strike comprehensively revises our understanding of this pivotal event. There are aspects of Moodie's analysis with which this reviewer would take issue -for example, can coerced (as opposed to equally common) voluntary homosexuality be viewed as constitutive of migrant integrity ? And are not faction fights and other forms of migrant activity outside of the compound not underplayed in this account ? But his argument, both in its general thrust and in its specifics, is for the most part wholly convincing.
Going for Gold is also highly illuminating about the changes in production re! gimes, labour recruitment and mine life that took place in the s and s and facilitated the growth of the National Union of Mineworkers among the workforce of the industry. Here Moodie draws heavily on the findings and the data to produce a comprehensive, balanced and coherent analysis by framing these developments against the background of a weakening of migrant cultures and the corrosion of the moral economy of the mine. This makes Going for Gold essential reading for industrial sociologists and students of trade unionism generally.
Moodie's study is rich, complex and convincing. It is sprinkled with innumerable revealing vignettes that open up whole new vistas of understanding (e.g. the way aspiring ' boss boys ' underground simply supplanted their predecessors by brute force). However, as might be expected with a book constructed on this scale, it contains silences and imbalances. Its main objects of study and its main sources are Mpondo and South Sotho migrant workers, and the experience of other ethnic groups are under-represented (as Moodie himself acknowledges in respect of Mozambican miners). At points the study is in fact unconsciously Mpondocentric, this bias being partly the result of the extraordinary quality of the testimonies collected by his co-worker, Vivienne Ndatshe. (Few Sotho, I would imagine, would concur in the view that the Mpondo were ' kings of the mines '.) The study is also chronologically uneven. It documents the period up to  and from the s to the s, exceptionally richly. However, the two decades in between are sparsely covered and in some respects largely blank. This reviewer also found the arrangement of the book slightly awkward at points, in as much as each chapter deals with developments through to the s and s, which are then recapitulated in Chapter . And Chapter  on Production Politics, although both rich and highly original, seems less well integrated into the overall schema of the book than the others.
These are minor reservations ; in fact, it is difficult to do justice in a review to a study of this texture and range. Moodie is to be commended for an outstanding contribution to the field. 
University of the Witwatersrand
, paperback ( ---).
This collection of case studies on labor in Uganda is both a work of collaborative scholarship and an introduction to the research agenda of Mahmood Mamdani's Centre for Basic Research in Kampala. As such it combines the presentation of important new research by a group of young scholars within a theoretical framework and institutional setting shaped by Mamdani's radical and neo-Marxist perspectives. Not surprisingly, the efforts to combine theory with new research is not always successful in its realization. Although the primary research into the issues of the interface between Ugandan workers and colonial and post-colonial capital is of remarkably and uniformly high quality, the efforts at framing this within a difficult and now somewhat formulaic ' mode of production ' analysis is often stilted and may obscure as much as it reveals of the dynamics of the capitalist re-orientation of Uganda's labour processes. This said, the book remains a significant introduction to the kind of committed social science research that recalls the collective efforts of an earlier era in East Africa intellectual history, centred on the old East African, now Makerere, Institute of Social Research.
After a short introduction by the editor, the volume comprises seven case studies of labour divided into three sections. Part I, ' Migrant Labour and Commercial Farming ', consists of two chapters : one by S. Rutabajuka focuses on Masaka coffee workers who are largely migrants from other districts of Uganda and from neighbouring countries. Strong on the presentation of the socio-economic data on the conditions of migrant labour, this chapter, like many of the others, strains to fit the drama into a framework that tests the limits of the author's theoretical understanding, and sometimes the patience of the reader. Similarly, the chapter on Kigezi dairy workers by M. Rutanga contains within it the makings of an excellent case study of colonial and post-colonial entrepreneurship. But it tries to do much more than that in offering an explanation of the methods of colonial capital accumulation and the impact this has on the working conditions and processes of production among rural workers in Kabale district, including the problems represented by the colonial state's policy of labour reservoirs and resettlement. Again, the theoretical framework that the author attempts to provide can barely contain the wealth of data he presents.
Part II consists of two chapters on particular occupational specialties : saltwinners and fisherpeople. In these chapters by A. Syahuka-Muhindo (Lake Katwe salt workers) and C. Asowa-Okwe (Lakes Kyoga and Victoria canoe fishers), the book demonstrates one of the strengths and foci that Mamdani has foreshadowed in his introduction : a broad definition of labour that includes rural and urban wage-workers, independent peasants and artisans, people possessing traditionally valued skills and knowledge that provided for economic independence that was being undermined as labour was subordinated to the dictates of capitalist accumulation and colonial control. The attempt to see beyond the definitions of labour imposed by capitalist categories enables both these authors subtly to describe the impact of capitalization on their craft specializations and the resulting differentiation within the labour force, another area of concern highlighted by the introduction.
The final section consists of three ' Village Studies ' of labour and capital accumulation in rural settings. N. Bazaara's study of a Nyoro village undergoing social and economic differentiation and class formation is followed by two essays by M. Mamdani examining a Lango and a Buganda village in order to illuminate the processes of accumulation and differentiation at the centre of the book's theoretical focus. Not surprisingly, Professor Mamdani's greater experience and theoretical sophistication makes his two shorter essays stand out for the fluency and gracefulness of presentation and greater facility with the theoretical framework, which emerges organically from the cases he describes. All three essays in this section examine materials that illuminate another central concern of the work : the problem represented by the new wine of capitalist relations in old bottles of precapitalist forms of labour. The process of transition from an autonomous, if illdefined, ' peasantry' (by which all the authors appear to mean subsistence cultivators engaged in the production of use-value) to an impoverished and dependent wage labour is fraught with problems of interpretation. These difficulties are created by the capacity for workers caught up in the cross-currents of capitalist penetration to redefine their own economic and social institutions in new ways so as to embody the new relations of wage labour, migrancy and economic impoverishment within a matrix created by the village, the clan, the co-operative work group and the ' politics of affection ' (which is too often reduced to the deceptive category of the ' traditional ').
These wide-ranging studies share a number of other common concerns and features that deserve note. First, with the exception of Mamdani's two essays, which have appeared elsewhere, each chapter represents the first publication of young talented researchers based on important field research conducted over the past decade. Second, that all the authors are Ugandans who have survived the isolation and pressures imposed by the Amin dictatorship and the civil wars that followed speaks well for the future of scholarship in that troubled country. Finally, the Centre for Basic Research is to be complimented for giving these scholars an academic home and research guidance. One of the basic aims of the Centre's programme is to bring together young scholars and young workers, and it is to be regretted that the two worker-scholars and trade unionists who originally intended to offer contributions to this volume were overtaken by ' their day-to-day involvement in and around [trade union] struggles … ' (p. ).
Nevertheless, the contributors to this volume use their shared theoretical framework (neo-Marxist or mode of production analysis) to manifest a deep commitment to the welfare of working people in Uganda and to the improvement of their social conditions, if not their liberation from the wage system, and an intensity of feeling regarding their impoverished situation. Finally, each essay is an attempt to view workers, neither solely as victims nor as heroes, but as flesh and blood men and women (if all too often focused on the men) caught up in the difficult transition from autonomous ' peasant ' and artisanal producers controlling their own means of production into wage labourers in a post-colonial and semicapitalist society embedded in the world market and global capitalist system of production.
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AMBIGUOUS ADVENTURES
Decolonization in Africa. By D B. London : UCL Press, . Pp.
viij. £., paperback ( ---).
This succinctly written book traces phases of the anti-colonial nationalism that emerged in Africa from the Second World War through its Nkrumist phase of mass mobilization, its armed liberation phase in a time complicated by the Cold War agenda, to its grand finale in South Africa in . The decolonization of institutions is noted as being relatively easier to achieve than the cultural, emotional and intellectual decolonization of the minds of the African heirs to the colonial imperium. The narrative privileges the Egyptian revolution of - of Gamaal Abd-al Nasser with regaining independence of action from European domination. The ' savage war of peace ' that was Algeria's path is definitively discussed, leading to the setting up of a ' democratic and popular ' republic under Houari Boumedienne. The ' modern ' men of western Africa are next introduced, with Kwame Nkrumah leading his market women and verandah boys to the rallying cries of ' one man one vote ' and ' independence now ' in Ghana. Next to him were the compromising Francophone e! lites who appropriated the patriotic discourses of nationalism while preserving the realities of military and financial power in French hands in the former French Africa.
Kenyatta's snake-charming of the Kenyan settlers into a negotiated independence after eight years of Mau Mau war and the state of emergency is recognized as a programme of state decolonization that retained the colonial apparatuses of security forces and political repression in the post-colony. The Belgian Congo presented a new phenomenon as its decolonization became a responsibility shared by the whole world community under the aegis of the United Nations, a job not too well done, ushering in the military dictatorship of Mobutu almost as an inevitability. In neighbouring Rwanda, Burundi and Zanzibar, decolonization and its aftermath meant sudden death as the erstwhile colonial aristocracies became unhinged. The decolonization of southern Africa pitted white racist regimes against African peasants, proletarians, the lumpen and underemployed urban elements and the rural landless. The many liberation wars in the former Portuguese colonies led to the unscrambling of the fascist dictatorship in Portugal itself, leading to a hasty decolonization in - that left fractious ideological, ethnic and caste political communities battling for the control of Angola and Mozambique. The complicated story of the internal political and economic dynamics of apartheid and its crises in the s is deftly handled, much as the metanarrative of that process remains to be written for the non-area specialist.
This author recognizes African nationalism for what it was, a force that brought lots of negative images to Africa, but also the supreme positive image of people no longer humiliated by the racism and greed of colonialism ; of a people who invested emotionally in the sentiments of uhuru but did not always find the fulfilment of their aspirations ; of a people who recognized the ideological merits of Nyerere's Ujamaa but were nevertheless trapped by the firm tentacles of neocolonialism. These two short pamphlets appear in a new series aimed at ' telling the stories of those sons and daughters of Kenya who have made an outstanding contribution to the unfolding of her history '. The authors, Simiyu Wandibba and Edwin Gimode, have followed the rubric of the series to cast their biographies of Tom Mboya and Masinde Muliro ' in the traditional historical mould ' and to avoid too academic a posture. Written in an open, accessible and consciously populist style to attract the widest possible readership, these studies will surely help to meet the avid demand among Kenyans for books about their own history. Those outside Kenya will find it interesting to see how these historians have presented their work for a local audience.
Rice University
It is difficult for any Kenya politician to avoid controversy, and Mboya and Muliro each courted more than their fair share in what were highly active political lives. Gimode pulls no punches in his assessment of Mboya's career, praising him as an ' architect ' of Kenya's nationalist struggle but giving a fair account of his bitter rivalries with Odinga and others, pointing to Mboya's unerring conservatism in several important areas, and being candid enough to argue that a combination of tribalism and ambition contributed to his downfall. It was the threat that Mboya posed to Kikuyu hegemony, according to Gimode, that brought about his assassination on  July .
Wandibba's account of the life of Masinde Muliro is less critical in tone, and perhaps too cosy in its confident praise of Kimilili's most famous son. But there is a sub-text here that is strongly critical of Muliro's opponents -the agents of a state hostile to his ' unyielding patriotism ' and personal integrity. Muliro's life in politics is less well known than Mboya's, but in many ways more typical of Kenya's post-colonial experience. As one of the eight Africans who first appeared as elected members in Kenya's Legislative Council, Muliro's nationalist credentials were at first impeccable, but his maverick unpredictability soon made him a dangerous ally to more ambitious men. In the early s, Muliro supported KADU's regionalism against Kenyatta and KANU's nationalism -an association with majimboism (regionalism) that was ever to remain with him. Coming into the KANU government in the mid-s after the dissolution of KADU, Muliro fell from official grace a decade later after voting against the government over the enquiry into the death of J. M. Kariuki. His principled stand condemned him to the back-benches, and in  he lost his parliamentary seat in dubious circumstances.
President Moi, who succeeded Kenyatta in , had been a close ally of Muliro in the founding of KADU many years earlier, but there was little to draw them together by the s. Muliro found himself confronted by a series of political opponents, each of whom had the support of the President. To add to his political troubles, financial bankruptcy loomed. With the move toward multi-party politics after , Muliru finally broke with KANU, going into alliance with Odinga, Shikuka and others to form an opposition coalition known as FORD (Forum for the Restoration of Democracy). In , Muliro vied for leadership of FORD in the hope of setting himself up as a presidential candidate. In the struggles that ensued, FORD split in two and Kenya's opposition groups hurtled down the road to factionalism and self-destruction. In the midst of this wrangle, on  August , Muliro died of a massive heart attack, aged .
In death, as in life, Mboya and Muliro generated controversy. It is sometimes said in Africa that there is no such thing as a natural death ; this certainly seems to be true of Kenya's politicians. The debate over who had Mboya killed, and why, rumbles on and is unlikely to be resolved. His death led to rioting and ethnic violence in , and any reminder of it still raises the emotions of many Kenyans today. With no new evidence to evaluate, Gimode wisely avoids speculation on the matter. As regards Muliro's untimely demise just as multiparty democracy was gaining ground, Wandibba recounts that many of his Bakusu supporters suspected foul play. Some remain convinced that his death was a government plot. Where trust is absent, suspicion reigns.
Despite their limitations, it is a sign of the growing maturity and sophistication of political debate within Kenya that biographies of this kind can find a ready local market. We could do with taking a few more steps yet to escape all the excesses and pitfalls of political hagiography, but this series indicates that things are moving in the right direction. Kenya's political history may yet recover a much needed degree of objectivity. This attractively produced volume appears as part of a new anthropology series from Duke University Press titled ' Body, Commodity, Text '. Despite its title, the focus of the collection is not strictly clothing but rather the entire ' body surface ', an analytical concept developed by Foucault that identifies the human body as a site of contested power. The linked Foucauldian notions of ' bio-power ' and a distinct ' body history ' have already begun to make inroads into Africanist research, discernable in the growing salience of topics such as colonial health and medicine, law and punishment, gender and sexuality. So too has the idea of the social life of commodities, recently scrutinised in this journal under the rubric of ' wealth in things '.
School of Oriental and African
The aim of the eight essays collected here is to mobilise these insights to further our understanding of how the body and bodily adornment have been used to construct and contest identities in sub-Saharan Africa. The essays -one by a historian and the remainder by anthropologists -achieve a good regional balance, and are grouped under three sub-headings : ' Creating social identities ', ' Challenging authority ' and ' Intercultural relations and the creation of value '. Historians need not be intimidated : a useful introduction guides the reader succinctly through the analytical minefield of post-modernism and cultural studies, before contextualising the following contributions within these three social processes.
Three case-studies look at how clothing shapes and mediates social identities in contemporary Africa. Elisha Renne takes us straight to the heart of the intimate connection between cloth, the body and gendered power by focusing on the aso ibale or ' virginity cloth ' of the Ekiti Yoruba. The bloodied aso ibale was traditionally displayed to confirm the virginity of the newly-wed Ekiti bride, Renne locating the recent decline in its use within the Yoruba notion of ' development ', olaju. The study of a Sotho community in Transvaal by Deborah James is also a strongly gendered analysis grounded in indigenous social concepts, charting how women's dress -and the domestic realm generally -has become increasingly identified as sesotho (' sotho ways ') in contrast to the sekgowa (' white ways ') of men. Adeline Masquelier discusses how clothing mediates spiritual power in the bori cult of the Arewa region of Niger. This is a more ambitious piece, and rather more successful than the previous essays in drawing the meanings of cloth and clothing itself to the heart of the analysis. However, a more temporal framework would have been useful here. We are told in passing of a ' wave of Islamic fervor that has swept Arewa communities in the last thirty years ', yet Masquelier does not really get to grips with how this has affected the clothing\ritual identity equation within the bori cult.
The collection then turns to how clothing can be utilized to mount a challenge to established authority, although this reviewer was unable to see exactly how Brad Weiss's discussion of the symbolic meanings of funerary cloth used by the Haya of Tanzania fitted into this theme. Weiss's case-study is paired with Misty Bastian's look at ' female '' Alhajis'' and entrepreneurial fashions ' in southeastern Nigeria. This is an engaging piece, and the only contribution that deals directly with the idea of secular ' fashion ', showing how the appropriation by southern women of the male ' Hausa style ' robe in the s subverted gendered patterns of authority.
The third group of essays addresses the question of the creation of social value through the appropriation of foreign commodities. Johanna Schoss's discussion of tour guides and ' beach boys ' in the Kenyan resort of Malindi is another innovative topic, but remains largely at the descriptive level. It is only with the final contributions. Timothy Burke on the social history of Sunlight soap in Zimbabwe and Hildi Hendrickson on the evolution of the ' flag ' companies of the Herero of Namibia, that we move beyond present-day ethnographic observation and begin to consider the embodiment of identities as a historical process. Indeed, Burke opens his excellent essay with the warning that analysis of cultural meanings of the body surface in particular societies requires a high degree of historical precision. This is an innovative, highly readable and well illustrated collection of essays that adds to the growing literature on the diverse ways in which personhood and identity are shaped and reshaped in Africa. Although the majority of contributions are firmly focused on contemporary times, there is much here of interest to the historian. Cloth has played a huge role in the economic and social history of Africa, and what this volume does is to suggest the rich possibilities to be found in linking material culture to processes of social change. In , Harold Scheub published The Xhosa Ntsomi, an exquisitely detailed analysis of Xhosa oral storytelling traditions, their performers and their performances. Based on years of prodigious field work in the late s and early s, during which Scheub walked thousands of miles and gathered as many stories, the book rapidly became a major landmark in the field and prompted a cluster of similar performance-based studies in South Africa. While this body of work was eloquent on all aspects of the phenomenology and aesthetics of performance, it had little to say about how and why storytelling forms changed. It also had little to say about anything beyond the performance circle, or about how political events in the world beyond the performance event made their weight felt in the stories.
School of Oriental and
Given that Scheub did his fieldwork against a background of mounting apartheid pressure, one couldn't but wonder how he would factor in this broader social context. This book is his answer to that question. In essence it is an anthology of stories, poems and histories collected enhanced by an historical introduction and insightful explanatory prefaces to the five thematic sections into which the stories are divided. The book is illustrated with beautiful photographs of many of the various tellers of the tales, including Nongenile Masithathu Zenani, the extraordinary South African storyteller whose work Scheub has popularized.
In presenting this material, the author aims to dispel the idea that these stories have nothing to say about the strictures of the country in which they were produced, or that they are quaint remnants that have no political relevance to the contemporary world. He also wishes to make these stories, histories and poems heard beyond their immediate environment, a task with which many of his informants charged him. He approaches these tasks from a particular angle. His interest is not primarily in how apartheid affected people's experiences, or the spaces in which their stories were created, but in how storytellers, poets and historians respond to these conditions through the practice of their craft.
This approach has both strengths and weaknesses. Since Scheub focuses mainly on the craft of the literature, the presentation of apartheid tends to be monolithic, and it is treated as one undifferentiated ' thing ' apparently in place already from the time of Dutch settlement in . This journalistic account of ' apartheid ' ignores the hugely different ways in which apartheid policies were implemented, resisted and shaped. However, given that the book appears to be aimed at a non-specialist North American market, this folkloric view is to be expected.
The weaknesses of this approach are, however, more than offset by the subtle reading of how the warp and weft of the stories speak to the violations produced in a racialized society. For example, one central theme that Scheub analyses in the texts concerns the ongoing debate between tradition and freedom : how ' [t]radition, when strong, provides the basis for change ' (p. xxii). But when the social ' loom ' is pulled out of joint, ' the society does not move toward change and freedom … but reverses its movement and seeks harbor in its traditions. It is then that tradition and nationalism and culture-centerness take control. This doublemovement occurs in the oral traditions of southern Africa, where the hero regularly pulls the society into new definitions and shapes of tradition, at the same time that apartheid acts as the agent pushing the society back on its traditional foundations ' (p. xxii).
Another crack through which apartheid registers its pressures on storytelling is allegory. A story by Nomusa Makhoba, which Scheub entitles ' Jabulani Alone ', tells of the eponymous hero whose father dies, and whose inheritance is gradually eaten away by avaricious relatives. Concurrently, Jabulani himself contributes to the erosion of tradition, entering the labour market from whence he returns with a harmonica, ' the machine of the white man ', to which he is literally wedded, having consistently refused to marry. He also hoards his resources and turns to selling cattle for money. For Scheub and the narrator on whose interpretation he draws, the story becomes a metaphor for the way in which apartheid eroded many inheritances.
Both before and after the transition in South Africa, there has been ongoing debate about, and search for, national literatures. This in turn has promoted various anthologies of poetry and short stories all aiming to capture the elusive ' nationness ' which thus far appears only to manifest briefly in sporting events. This collection is a most welcome addition to this growing list, particularly since the stories are generally more rivetting than their written counterparts. This is a book full of wonders : cannibals, deadly pumpkins, a woman who rules the world, Chakijana the fictional and historical trickster, a blind man given sheep's eyes by crows, and many more. The stories in this book also serve as a welcome corrective to the many sanitized and infantilized collections of ' folktales ' that often pass for oral literature. There is rather little in the way of literature on ' how to do historical fieldwork in Africa '. This book is intended to fill the gap, but -unlike the not inconsiderable literature on anthropological fieldwork -it is not intended to be prescriptive. There is no extended attempt here to set out the proper way of conducting historical research. It is rather a collection intended to give some idea of what the experience of fieldwork is like.
University of the
As such it works rather well. The contributions are concise and clearly written, offering little in the way of formal advice, but ample reassurance to novice researchers as they blunder along and worry that they are getting it all wrong. The general message would seem to be the unsurprising one that it is good to plan, but that plans almost always go wrong ; and that perseverance and hard work and the occasional piece of good luck will bring rewards. As Mack's piece usefully puts it : ' first, you need to have a list of things that need doing ; second, you must plan on accomplishing none of them ; and third, you will be delighted with whatever gets done '. The only real prescriptive advice that comes over from these accounts is the importance of linguistic competence : the more you know the language of the society in which you work, the more in control of research you will be.
There is much wisdom and good humour from the contributors to this volume ; I particularly enjoyed Strother's readable account of the dangers of partisanship in research and Landau's dense, thoughtful study of how easy it is to guide informants in the creation of history. But I found myself less than comfortable with Adenaike's introduction.
Partly, this was because of its occasionally self-congratulatory ' we-do-it-betterthan-those-old-farts ' attitude to previous scholarship. But there is a larger issue. Adenaike rightly stresses the importance of the achievement of each of the contributors in coming to an understanding of the society in which they worked. But the argument goes beyond this and seems almost to shift the nature of the historian's project. Adenaike stresses the need for engagement, the importance of staying for a long time and building close relationships, as ' the interpretation of history flows from the internalization of experiential learning during fieldwork '. I have my doubts about how completely the visiting researcher, even if he or she stays for an extended period, becomes an insider in terms of their own understanding or of the attitude of others to them. More worrying than the potential for self-deception, however, is the attitude to sources implied by Adenaike's approach. In her eyes, what characterizes all the contributors to this volume is their lack of detachment. Detachment is the ultimate sin and the foible of an earlier generation of researchers. Adenaike seems to imply that the historian's task is to understand and record modern perceptions of history ; she refers approvingly to community histories and to ' collective interpretations ' of history.
Errr -what about the past ? As historians, are we engaged in the study of current discourses on the past or are we concerned with the past itself ? Surely, our concern should be both, the study of one requiring the other, but in rubbishing ' detachment ' and giving paramountcy to an engagement with modern community history we may commit ourselves solely to the study of how people talk about history now. As Landau points out, professional academic historians may not have any exclusive claim on truth, but they do have to concern themselves with questions like ' did this actually happen ? '. Collective interpretations can be full of silences, and inventions, and are shaped by current structures of power -as Ewald's piece usefully shows. A kind of detachment may be required to think critically about the modern hegemonic historical discourse within a society and to search written records for voices that have not been privileged to survive to the present. It would be unfortunate if aspirant researchers were to come away from this interesting and readable collection with the idea that they will only have succeeded in the field if they feel like ' insiders ' and abandon all detachment. Stand up for detachment, say I.
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